


Before beginning, read entire instructions. For more 
helpful hints, refer to "Sewing with Cuddle Tips" and the 
"Sew and Flip Method" at www.shannonfabrics.com 

Cutting: 
From your backing/border fabric, cut a piece for your 
backing that is 36" (length) x 40" (width). (Use pinking or 
wavy blade to cut edges if you choose. This will give a 
decorative edge when topstitched). 

From the remaining backing/border fabric, cut (2) 5" x 13" 
WOF and (2) 5" x 18" WOF strips for the inner border. Use 
the extra Cuddle Charms and extra 5" squares cut from 
the border fabric to make a matching pillow! 

Lay out entire top before starting to sew. 

Piecing: 
Use a 3/8" seam allowance for all piecing. 
Be sure to open and match your seams for less bulk. 

Piece your center (6 charms), sides (2 rows of 5 charms), 
and bottom and top rows (6 charms each). For help with 
layout, refer to the assembly image on page 3. 

Assembling your Blankie: 
Lay backing wrong side up on a table with the nap going 
from side to side. The length of the quilt is now 40" and the 
width is 36". Lightly spray with the 505 adhesive spray. 

Find the center of your backing. If using batting, fmd the 
center of your batting and place in the center of your 
backing. 

Place the center piece on the center of batting/backing and 
secure with 505 spray adhesive or pin in place . 

. 2. 

In these next steps, use the freezer paper to help protect 
the right sides of your Cuddle pieces from residual spray. 
Using the Sew and Flip Method, pin side strips to the 
center piece and stitch. Spray and open. Repeat this 
process for all the borders and pieced rows. Use the image 
below as a guide for adding your borders and pieced 
squares. 
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Finishing your Blankie: 
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Lay sewn top on table. To create a binding edge, fold the 
backing edges to cover the bottom of the piece block at 
¼". Batting will be too long and you will need to mark 
and trim batting so it stops at the fold, reducing bulk. 
Depending on your seams and sewing technique the 
batting should extend 2"-2 ¼" beyond pieced squares and 
the backing 3"-3 ½" beyond batting. Cut a 45 degree 
angle ½" from comer of batting. Fold cut edges right sides 
together and stitch½" seam, forming a mitered comer. 
Tum right side out and tuck batting and quilt top inside. 
Topstitch with serpentine stitch (or similar) lengthened to 
4mm. 
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